CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION

5.1. Conclusion

In conclusion, this study found out that:

1. Corporate social responsibility has positive impact on internal employees only when the company truly incorporate those in their policies. Otherwise the employees tend to perceive them as a mere alternative in marketing campaign.

2. Corporate social responsibility has a positive relationship where the sense of pride described in previous point encourage the employee to take initiatives in representing the company’s value proposition and reputation.

3. Employee activism in company S is not as high as expected though from interviews conducted with the sources there are statements indicating the trend, as explained before in previous chapter where almost all of the employees interviewed even when their engagement level is different, they still want to represent their company in the eyes of public. They defend their company’s reputation both online and off.

5.2. Recommendation

1. For next researcher

   It is hoped the next researcher could extend the time frame required for observation to fully capture the working environment of
company S and also expand the type of sources in order to obtain richer and more robust data.

2. For management

Surely having activism will benefit the company as explained before, but since not all employees are the same, so for each category there is a different suggestion:

a. Pro-Activist: since their activism level is already high, all the company S need to do is to reinforce their behaviour further, especially their perception on top activism drivers (leadership, internal communication, human resources development and corporate social responsibility). By improving these factors they would be even more eager to share with others the company values.

b. Pre-Activist: this category has a potential to be pro-activist, however they lack the necessary thrust forward. So management or the employer need to boost their motivation through ways of communication that matter, encouraging these people to take action. Other action would be modifying leadership style to that respond to employees’ changes quickly. Decreasing the bridge between employer and employees thus enabling more meaningful motivation. The more employees feel they’re making real contribution, they become more eager in becoming activist.

c. Hyper-actives: same as previous category, this category has a potential to be activist. But since their unpredictable nature,
they can bring damage or bring fortune to the company hence careful management is required. The employer, company S, should provide socially ‘shareable’ content with them while supervising it by providing guidelines of what to do and not. This category has somewhat changing perception about the top drivers, therefore the management should communicate with them frequently. When these people feel acknowledged and appreciated, they would be motivated and perform better.
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